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May 2019 MAY’s Could-Do List

Wake for the dawn chorus on 
the 5th.

Go for a ‘full moon walk’ to 
bathe in the moonlight.

Sow some seeds: lettuce and 
radishes are a great place to 

start.

Give yourself a May posy 
and keep it in a jar next to 
your bed to brighten your 

morning.

Write down three things you 
have been grateful for this 

spring.

Watch the fields turn yellow 
as the oil seed rape blooms.

Plan a microadventure before 
summer begins.

Turn off electric lights as the 
sun sets to realign with your 

circadian rhythm.
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Nature Spots in May
 

Use these pages to record your nature spots for the month ahead. Add notes, images, sketches 
and/or stick in foraged finds!

May Tree Blossoms

Hawthorn’s common name is “May” so it 
will come as no surprise when this starts 
flowering this month. Popular for hedging, 
keep your eyes peeled for these boughs 
along the edges of farmland.

Lilacs

Sweet-smelling and sure to catch the eye, 
these blooms symbolise the essence of 

first love and confidence.

Elderflower

Later this month the elder trees will start to bloom. 
When these flat-topped clusters of creamy-white 
flowers appear, be sure to harvest them on a warm, 
sunny day. Shake, then rinse in cold water before using 
these fragrant flowers to make the perfect summer 
cordials or elderflower champagne.

Blossom from the nearest hedge...

The smell of lilacs makes me feel... 

What would you like to make with 
elderflowers?

Cuckoo’s Call

This summer visitor doesn’t stay long, and 
they will fly off in search of warmer climes 
as early as next month, so spot them while 
you can. A grey bird of average size, it is 
the “cuckoo” call of the male bird that you 
are more likely to notice than the cuckoo 
itself!

Cow Parsley

These bundles of white, frothy flowers will 
spill from the roadsides and hedgerows. 
With fern-like leaves this abundant plant 
is the epitome of an English summer stroll.

Heard / saw the cuckoo on  __/__/__

Have you seen a nightingale this month? 

Cow parsley appears...

Nightingale’s song

If you find yourself in the south-east 
of England this month listen closely at 

dusk and dawn as they should be in full 
song. They favour areas with low and 

dense vegetation like bramble thickets in 
woodland, shrub and heath.

Other nature spots this month...



May Microadventure

Dawn Chorus Walk

According to Alastair Humphreys, a microadventure is  an “outdoor adventure that 
is small and achievable for normal people with real lives.” It’s the sort of activity you 
could fit into yout 5-9 (i.e. once your working day is over!). Why not add this month’s 
microadventure to your calendar now?

International Dawn Chorus Day takes place on the first Sunday in May each 
year - for 2019, that’s the 5th. It was introduced in the ‘80s to mark the peak of 
the dawn chorus as it increases during the months of spring. 

There are many organised events that take place over the UK - the National 
Trust and Wildlife Trust websites are a good starting point if you’re searching 
for nationwide walks and gatherings. But of course you don’t have to join 
others to celebrate the day. 

Sunrise will take place around 4.40am on the 5th, and to hear the birdsong 
crescendo, you’ll want to be outdoors by 4am. Make a hot drink, head out and 
simply listen. You could record part of it too if you wish, if you’re interested in 
identifying the bird calls afterwards. 

For those of you looking for a slightly bigger microadventure, why not camp 
outdoors in your garden the night before? That way you won’t miss a note! You 
could even have an alfresco breakfast once the sun is up, and it’s a great way to 
get children involved too. 



Lost Traditions
May Day Posies

May Day was once a much-celebrated and awaited festivity, marked 
with the crowning of the May Queen, copious flower decoration and 
a dance around the maypole. Another aspect of this tradition that has 
lost its way is the gifting of a spring posy to a friend or neighbour. They 
would be left on the doorstep or hung from the door handle. 

Do you not think that such a lovely way to celebrate local flowers and 
the coming summer months should surely be revived?

Good news: it is! This is fast becoming a tradition once more with those 
who wish to connect with both the season and the people that surround 
them. Why not brighten someone’s May Day with a posy of your own 
this year?

Simple to make, and the rules are few:
• If you can, forage for wildflowers or pick from your own garden, or 

else pop to your local florist and grab a mix of spring-time blooms 
to work with. 

• Your posy can be whatever size you choose, but around eight stems 
creates the perfect posy.

• Arrange your posies by combining different shapes and colours 
before trimming the ends and tying tightly with some garden string.

• A simple posy can end here (or with pretty ribbon as a final 
flourish), but if you’d like it to last longer then pop your posy in a 
jar of water before delivery. Alternatively you can wrap the ends in 
damp kitchen roll and tie something waterproof around this before 
popping into a cone of decorative paper.



May 2019 Moon Phases

New Moon: 4TH May

Set your intentions for the month ahead.

First Quarter: 12th May

Check in with your intentions and take action.

Full Moon: 18TH May

Have you achieved your intention? If yes, move ahead and continue 
with positivity. If no, re-set and allow for change.

Third Quarter: 26TH May

Think back on our intentions set at the start of the month.
 

FULL FLOWER MOON

This month’s full moon is often known as the ‘Flower Moon’, as it 
marked a time of increased fertility and abundance; the first time 

that the sun is warm enough for many flowers to bloom. May’s full 
moon is also said to bring an end to early morning frost. Other 

names for May’s full moon include ‘Mother’s Moon’, ‘Milk Moon’, 
and ‘Corn Planting Moon’.

 
May’s new moon is an ideal time to look at your life values and consider the need for realignment.

Consider these prompts around the time of the new moon to help you set intentions for the month ahead.

1. In order to focus more clearly on our values, sometimes we must let some things 
go. Is there anything you feel that is holding you back at the moment?

2. What is your driving force? What motivates you to move forward? Do you feel 
this is reflected in your day-to-day?

3. What steps might you take that enable you to realign with your values? Is it simply 
a matter or prioritising, or do you feel the need for more deep-rooted change?

4. Which area of your life in particular do you feel the need to focus on this month? 
Which area feels most out of sync? Begin here.

New Moon Prompts



Celtic Tree Month

Willow

Willow

Harmony. Creativity. Regeneration

Willow is a water-loving tree that symbolises feminine, lunar energy. 
This month, expressing deep emotions is encouraged; it is a good time 

to surrender to the watery world of your subconscious.

The willow tree is often associated with regeneration; cut a branch and 
if planted, it will re-root. It is a reminder that we can always begin again.

Essence of willow flower (e.g. in Bach Flower Essences) can be used as a 
remedy for bitterness and resentment.

Willow is an excellent choice to make flower crowns to celebrate Beltane 
and May Day; it is pliable and light to wear.

Willow is also linked to healing; its bark contains salicin, which is used 
to make aspirin.

In the Celtic tree calendar, each month corresponds to a different tree. In 
opening ourselves to this arboreal wisdom, we connect further with nature’s 
rhythms. My approach to the calendar is to use it as a reminder to embrace and 
celebrate all trees, and to learn more about their associated myths and folklore. 

It is an earth-centred approach, rather than a pagan one.



Eat Seasonably in May

The month of May signifies a shift in the growing year. Produce is much more 
varied, and grows more quickly than previous months. The last of the early 
spring crops are still - for the most part - available (rhubarb, spring greens etc.), 
but we are making way for the late spring/early summer crops: new potatoes, 
gooseberries, lettuce. 

Synonymous with May in England is the asparagus crop. It can take around two 
to three years to fully establish a bed (or field) of asparagus, and the season only 
lasts around a month - even more reason to relish it whilst it’s here! 

Keep an eye out too for elderflowers. Usually in bloom by late May, they can be 
used to make cordial, wine, champagne, and can also be fried as fritters (brilliant 
with sugar, salt and fresh chilli). 

Rhubarb
Asparagus
Cauliflower

Spinach
Lettuce

New potatoes
Spring onions

Chicory
Elderflower
Gooseberry
Radishes

Rocket
Samphire

Watercress

MAY CHECKLIST

Dishes I want to try this month...

Fruit or vegetable(s) I’d like to start cooking with more...

Easy midweek recipes to try (circle)...

 
              Chard, rosemary & chilli pasta      Mushroom & asparagus risotto  
  
       Roasted halibut with asparagus & caper sauce   Spinach kedgeree
 
           Frozen elderflower posset Avocado toast with radish ceviche

        Trout with samphire & beurre blan          Crispy tofu with peanut & lime greens

You can also use the calendar at the front of this mini book as a space to note down your meal 
plans!

MEAL PLANNING



Otherwise known as May Day, Beltane 
celebrates the peak of spring and the beginning 
of summer. Bursting with life, vitality and joy, 
this is the moment to bring hopes and dreams 
into action. 

Believed to derive from old Gaelic words 
meaning “bright fire”, Beltane has long been 
a fire festival. Home fires were extinguished 
on April 30th, to be re-lit from the village 
bonfire on May 1st. Communities would come 
together after a long winter of isolation to mark 
their connection to each other, as well as nature, 
a need I’m sure we can all relate to even now.

Beltane Fire Festival has become a huge event in 
Edinburgh, where they begin their celebration 
on Calton Hill with the arrival of the May 
Queen and Winter King, who is reborn as 
the Green Man halfway down the hill. Fire 
performers light their way and fire sculptures 
fill the sky – the whole night is alight.

Wheel of the Year Festivals

Beltane

(1st)



Beltane Traditions & How 

to Celebrate

Beltane Meditation

Sit comfortably (outside if possible) and close your eyes. Take three deep 
breaths, with each deepening your awareness of how your body feels, 
especially at the points it is connected to the ground. 

Imagine the light of the sun is beginning to enter your body. Start at your 
toes, and move upwards, softening your limbs as you do so. Breathe in the 
sun’s light and warmth, and feel its energy move to every part of your body.

Imagine that you are stood in a field on an early summer’s day. Birds are 
singing joyfully, and there is the sound of a trickling stream. You begin to 
move forwards, and with each step, you absorb the energy of the earth, and 
feel as though all is possible. 

Consider what lies ahead this summer. How do you want to feel? What 
mindset would you like to adopt? 

As you reach the edge of the stream, imagine these feelings, this mindset, 
are flowing in the water. Remove any shoes or socks, and immerse your feet 
in the stream. 

Take three more deep breaths, and with each imagine the feelings and 
mindset you have considered move upwards into your body. They will 
remain with you for the months to come.

You are ready for the new season to begin.

This day of fun and revelry is today known best for its maypole dancing, 
May day posies, village fêtes, a May Queen, Morris dancers and floral 
crowns. Celebrations such as these still take place across the UK today.

It is also traditional for hand-fasting to take place at this time. Couples 
tie a ribbon over their joint hands to symbolise that they are “tying the 
knot”, but with this particular ceremony they are free to go their separate 
ways once more after a year and a day has passed. However, these days the 
length of the union is often pledged for life, as with marriage.

The poet Robert Herrick mentions a lesser-practiced tradition in his 
poem, where he speaks of going “a-maying”. This would involve a couple 
spending the night in the woods or fields to make love. As this day is 
a potent symbol of fertility, there was said to be many a Beltane baby 
arriving nine months later.

Whether you choose to spend the night outside or not, try to catch the 
sunrise and wash your face in the morning dew. Collect flowers as you 
walk home, and turn them into posies or crowns to give to those you 
love. Grasp that elusive new idea and run with it today, as the world is 
alive with new beginnings.



Slow Sundays
 

Each week, try to find a day to actively live more slowly. It doesn’t have to be a 
Sunday, whatever works best for you! Use the page opposite to plan or record (or 

both!) how you spend this day.

Week one: 1st - 7th May

Week TWO: 8th - 14th May

Week three: 15th - 21st May

Week four: 22nd - 31st May

What you might include in your Slow Sundays...

• Choose not to travel in a way that uses fossil fuels. Stick to walking or cycling.
• Make space for creativity, in whatever form that takes for you. Spend ten minutes 

sketching outdoors, or spend the morning crafting, whatever brings you joy.
• Move your body slowly. Stretch throughout the day, and make time for a short 

yoga or Tai Chi session.
• Cook something from scratch, using seasonal ingredients if at all possible.
• Switch off any electronics that you don’t need. Light candles instead of turning 

on the lights.
• Don’t spend anything.
• Bake bread. The process itself is an act of meditation, and you’ve got a wonderful 

food to enjoy at the end! There are no-knead recipes out there too if you’re after 
even more simplicity.

• Spend at least one hour outside, if not the whole day! Resolve to see this one 
through, whatever the weather,

• For some religions, Sunday is a day of gratitude and prayer. Why not choose to 
give thanks to Gaia, or Mother Earth, with a short meditation.

• Go to bed early!

For May...

• Make a flower crown to celebrate Beltane.
• Hug a tree! Choose a tree in your garden, out in the street, or on a walk in the 

woods - it doesn’t matter where the tree is, what matters is that you feel drawn to 
it in some way. Feel the texture of the bark, smell the tree, absorb its life energy 
as you look upwards. When you’re ready, put your arms around the trunk, or a 
branch, and stay connected for as long as feels natural. 

• Buy some local honey to stave off allergies and hay fever as warmer weather 
arrives.



Young lambs seem tempting him to play
Dancing and bleating in his way
Wi trembling tails and pointed ears
They follow him and loose their fears
He smiles upon their sunny faces
And feign woud join their happy races
The birds that sing on bush and tree
Seem chirping for his company
And all in fancys idle whim
Seem keeping holiday but him
He lolls upon each resting stile
To see the fields so sweetly smile
To see the wheat grow green and long
And list the weeders toiling song
Or short not[e] of the changing thrush
Above him in the white thorn bush
That oer the leaning stile bends low
Loaded wi mockery of snow

The Shepherd’s Calendar: May

JOHN CLARE

May Day Chant

What Frolicks are here
So droll and so queer

How joyful appeareth the day
E’en Bunter and Bawd

Unite to applaud  
And celebrate first of the May.

Song-Chant, circa 1770

May song

The fair maid who, the first of May
Goes to the fields at break of day

And washes in dew from the hawthorn tree
Will ever after handsome be.

Mother Goose Nursery Rhyme 

Rituals and Rites



For those who strive to live more slowly, who are inspired by the first 
snowdrop and who walk outside in the rain. For lovers of stories, 
everyday adventures and local traditions. For those who opt for 
simplicity, appreciate ancient crafts, and celebrate the seasons.
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